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Abstract
The problem of evaluating the cross section of production of large black holes in
particle collisions at trans-Planckian energies is revisited. It is argued that the geomet-
ric cross section claimed in the literature would in fact lead to an exponentially growing
with energy total cross section dominated by production of many “small” black holes.
On the other hand, the semiclassical treatment of this problem, leading to an expo-
nentially suppressed cross section for production of large black holes, requires that in
the classical limit the cross section vanishes for massless colliding particles. The latter
behavior can in principle be probed by numerical simulations in the classical general
relativity.
1 Introduction
In the standard theory of gravity the problem of particle collisions at trans-Planckian ener-
gies, i.e. far above the Planck energy scale, has no chance to be tested experimentally or by
observation of cosmic rays. However this problem has recently attracted a lively attention in
connection with models with extra spatial dimensions, where the multi-dimensional analog
of the Planck energy scale can be as low as few TeV [1], and thus may be within the reach
of realistic accelerators and also within the range of energies of cosmic rays.
It has been claimed[2, 3, 4] (see also [5, 6]) that the dominant process in such collisions
should be a collapse of a finite part of the total c.m. energy of the colliding particles
√
s
into a black hole, whose mass should thus be MH ∼
√
s. The cross section for this process
is claimed to be given by the geometric cross section area of the black hole horizon with
the radius rH , σ(2 → BH) ∼ π r2H . Some consequences of this claimed behavior of the
cross section for black hole production within models with extra dimensions were recently
considered for cosmic ray observations[7, 8, 9] and for experiments at future colliders[10].
The reasoning for the geometric classical cross section is based on two points. The first
being that for collisions at the impact parameter b equal to zero (axisymmetric head-on
collisions) in a (2+1) dimensional anti-de-Sitter space it has been shown[11] that a black
hole is inevitably created, while in (3+1) dimensions the estimates of the radiated away
gravitational energy[12] leave a finite fraction of the total energy of the colliding particles
reaching small separations, and plausibly forming a large black hole with mass MH ∼
√
s.
The second point in the reasoning is that a natural scale for the impact parameter b in off-axis
collisions is given by the gravitational radius rH . Thus an extrapolation of the behavior at
b = 0 to such range of the impact parameter yields the claimed estimate σ(2→ BH) ∼ π r2H 1.
These estimates were argued in Ref.[13] to be grossly incorrect, and two semiclassical
approaches to the problem were presented, one based on a path integral calculation of the
production amplitude, and the other based on thermodynamic properties of black holes,
both leading to the conclusion that the cross section is exponentially suppressed by the
factor exp(−IE), with IE being the Euclidean Gibbons-Hawking[14] action for the black
hole.
In view of the recent interest to the discussed problem and also in view of an ex-
1This reasoning is most clearly formulated by Banks and Fischler[2]: “General Relativity predicts that
when the impact parameter . . . is smaller than a critical value RS , a black hole is formed. . . .RS is of order
the Schwarzchild radius of the corresponding black hole. . . ”. Notably, no supporting references or arguments
are supplied with these statements.
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plicit contradiction between the conclusion of [13] and seemingly more intuitive geometric
estimates[2, 3, 4], it is worthwhile to discuss additional “pro and con” arguments. This paper
contains two remarks relevant to the existing controversy. The first is based on considering
the energy fragmentation of the colliding particles due to emission of gravitons. It is argued
in Sec.2 that if one assumes the geometric cross section, growing as a power of the total
energy, a fragmentation of the initial energy with subsequent formation of multiple smaller
black holes should be even more probable, so that the sum of the cross section over the chan-
nels with multiple black holes should grow exponentially with energy. If one further assumes
that unitarity is restored in some form, so that the total cross section is non-exponential,
the partial cross section into a single large black hole has to be exponentially suppressed.
The second remark to be presented in Sec.3 addresses the relation between a semiclassical
calculation[13] of the exponentially suppressed cross section and a possible classical behav-
ior. Formally, the Gibbons-Hawking exponent requires that the cross section vanishes in
the limit h¯ → 0. In terms of the effective impact parameter for creation of a black hole
in collision of two ultrarelativistic (formally massless) particles the factor exp(−IE) corre-
sponds to an effective range of b being independent of the energy and given by the Planck
length b ∼ √G h¯ (in (3+1) dimensions), which also vanishes in the limit h¯ → 0, leading to
distinct implications for off-axis classical collisions that can possibly be verified by numerical
simulations. Finally, in Sec. 4 the conclusions of the present paper are summarized and also
specific most recent comments on the argumentation of Ref.[13] are addressed.
The standard General Relativity in (3+1) dimensions is implied throughout the discussion
in this paper with no further reference to schemes with extra dimensions.
2 Energy fragmentation and multi-black-hole produc-
tion
The geometric formula σ ∼ π r2H implies that the cross section for the black hole production
grows quadratically in the massMH , since rH = 2GMH with G being the Newton’s constant.
Clearly, at a far trans-Planckian energy E =
√
s, such that GE2 ≫ 1, one might find a larger
probability if the energy is split in several fragments, and those fragments collide to produce
several black holes of smaller masses. We discuss here such process in the case where the
fragments are gravitons, and the number n of produced black holes is large, n≫ 1, so that
the typical energy ω ∼ E/n of each graviton is much smaller than E. On the other hand,
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it is assumed here that the typical invariant mass in pairwise collisions of the gravitons is
still larger than the Planck mass, so that one could apply the geometric formula for creation
of “small” black holes in those collisions. The latter condition allows to only consider the
range of n up to n ∼ √GE.
For the estimate of the effect of the energy fragmentation into gravitons we start with
considering a single soft graviton bremsstrahlung in a collision involving ultrarelativistic
particles. The term in the amplitude, corresponding to emission of a soft graviton with
momentum ~k by massless particle “a” with energy Ea ≫ ω, can be simply found in the
physical gauge in the c.m. frame, where the components of the graviton tensor amplitude
hµν are only spatial, traceless, and transversal to the graviton momentum ~k:
Aa =
√
16πG
Ea
ω
pˆipˆjhij
1− cos θ . (1)
Here i and j stand for the spatial indices, and pˆi is a unit vector in the direction of the
momentum of the particle a, and θ is the angle between that direction and the graviton
momentum. Also it is assumed that the graviton tensor amplitude is canonically normalized,
i.e. gµν = ηµν +
√
16πGhµν . One can further notice that for the physical components of the
graviton tensor amplitude, the product pˆipˆjhij is in fact proportional to sin
2 θ. Thus unlike
in a bremsstrahlung of massless vector bosons (e.g. photons) there is no forward peak in the
emission of gravitons for an ultrarelativistic particle, i.e. in the massless limit.
The total amplitude of a soft graviton emission is given by the sum of the amplitudes of
emission, as in eq.(1), by all the energetic particles. In particular this generally leads to that,
unlike in the familiar case of bremsstrahlung of vector particles, the direction of emission
of soft graviton is not associated with the direction of any particular incoming or outgoing
particle. This is most explicitly illustrated by the graviton bremsstrahlung in a collision of
two massless particles at energy E =
√
s forming a static (in the c.m.) massive object (as in
the discussed production of a single large black hole). The total amplitude of emission can
be written in the c.m. frame as
A =
√
16πG
E
2ω
pˆipˆkhik
(
1
1− cos θ +
1
1 + cos θ
)
, (2)
which results in totally isotropic probability of emission of the graviton:
dw =
2Gs
π
dω
ω
dΩ
4π
, (3)
where dΩ is the differential of the solid angle. It is important for what follows that the
effective strength of the source of soft gravitons is determined by the large energy E of the
projectile, rather than by the soft graviton energy ω.
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Proceeding to considering the fragmentation of the energy of the initial particles, we first
discuss a condition that would ensure that the produced fragments do not subsequently fall
into a common large black hole. Most conservatively, i.e. in a manner most favorable to the
idea of geometric cross section for black hole production, it is assumed here that all objects
moving at transverse distances shorter than the gravitational radius of the largest possible
common black hole, r0 = 2G
√
s, are likely to fall into the large black hole. Thus only the
fragments, that move at transverse distances larger than r0 will be considered as avoiding
that fall. One can readily verify that this condition limits the transverse momenta of the
“fall safe” fragments as k⊥ < 1/r0. The longitudinal distance at which a fragment with
energy ω is emitted can be estimated as ℓ ∼ ω/k2
⊥
, and this distance is also larger than r0,
once the above condition for k⊥ is satisfied.
a
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Figure 1: A representative of the type of graphs considered here for multiple black hole
production. The circles stand for black holes and the lines denote gravitons. (The initial
incoming particles are also drawn as gravitons for simplicity.)
Let us estimate now the amplitude for production of n black holes due to collisions of soft
virtual (in fact almost real) gravitons, under the assumption of the geometric cross section.
A generic graph for this process is shown in Fig.1. According to the previous discussion of
soft graviton emission the factor in the amplitude describing production of black hole in the
collision of i-th and j-th gravitons can be estimated as
∫
Gs
ωi ωj
f(q2)
d4ki
k2i k
2
j
, (4)
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where f(q2) is the coupling of two gravitons to a state of black hole with mass M2H = q
2.
In evaluating the amplitude we treat the logarithmic integrals as being of order one, which
is sufficient for estimating the lower bound on the amplitude. In this approximation the
result of the integration over ki (with the restriction k⊥ < 1/r0 for both ki and kj) can
be estimated as
∫
d4ki/(k
2
i k
2
j ) ∼ O(1), and ωi ωj ∼ q2 = M2H . Then the cross section for
producing n smaller black holes can be estimated as
dσn ∼ 1
(n!)2
n∏
a=1
G2 s2
(q2a)
2
|f(q2a)|2
d3qa
q0a
ρ(q2a) dq
2
a , (5)
where the index a enumerates the produced black holes, and ρ(M2H) is the density of states
of a black hole at mass MH . The factor (n!)
−2 in eq.(5) arises from the number (2n) of
identical (virtual) gravitons, and we neglect weaker in n factors, i.e. behaving as powers of
n or as cn with c being a numerical constant. With the constraint q⊥ < 1/r0 the integration
over the momentum qa of the black hole can be estimated (again, up to a logarithmic factor)
as
∫
d3q/q0 ∼ 1/r2
0
≈ 1/(G2s). Furthermore, the geometric cross section, that is assumed
here for the purpose of this calculation, implies that
|f(q2)|2 ρ(q2) ∼ G2 (q2)2 , (6)
which according to eq.(5) results in the estimate of the cross section as
dσn ∼ 1
(n!)2
n∏
a=1
G2 s dq2a . (7)
For production of n black holes, each with mass ranging up to E/n, (the lower bound
on) the cross section can thus be estimated as
σn ∼
(
G2 s2
n4
)n
. (8)
In obtaining this estimate for the cross section the graphs with graviton self-interactions
were neglected. The contribution of emission of gravitons by gravitons would enhance the
amplitude, and eq.(8) can still be used as a lower bound. A more serious problem arises
from loop graphs with rescattering of gravitons. These graphs generally would modify the
amplitude by order one. However a reliable estimate of the effect runs into the general
problem of calculating loop graphs in quantum gravity, which is not readily solvable at
present. This undoubtedly makes the status of the estimate (8) less certain, although it does
not look any less certain than that of the geometric cross section.
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Clearly, the estimate (8) implies that at Gs ≫ 1 the total cross section should grow
exponentially σtot ∼ exp(
√
Gs), and should be dominated by production of O(
√
Gs) small
black holes, each having mass of order the Planck mass G−1/2. I believe that this behavior
illustrates the intrinsic inconsistency of the assumption of a geometric cross section for black
hole production. Namely, assuming the geometric formula for production of a single black
hole, one arrives at the conclusion that the channel with a single black hole should make only
an exponentially small fraction of the total cross section. Thus in any unitary picture, where
the total cross section does not grow exponentially with energy, the partial cross section with
production of one large black hole should be exponentially small, in contradiction with the
assumption of geometric cross section.
3 Semiclassical cross section, and its classical limit
A semiclassical treatment of the black hole production in particle collisions results[13] in a
formula, which is completely different from the geometric one. Namely the cross section for
production of a large black hole is exponentially suppressed by the factor exp(−IE) with
IE being the (Euclidean) Gibbons-Hawking action[14] for the black hole. For a non-charged
black hole with mass MH and angular momentum J , the production cross section is thus
estimated as
σ(MH , J) ∼ exp

−2 πGM2H
h¯

1 + 1√
1− J2/(G2M4H)



 , (9)
where the dependence on the Planck’s constant h¯ is restored. The explicit J dependence in
eq.(9) allows one to find values of the characteristic angular momentum with which a black
hole is produced: J ∼ √G h¯MH and thus to estimate the range of the impact parameter b
at which the black hole is produced:
b =
J
Mh
∼
√
G h¯ . (10)
In other words, the characteristic impact parameter is of order the Planck length and does
not depend on the energy of colliding particles.
Clearly, for a large black hole, GM2H ≫ 1, this estimate is much smaller than in the
geometric picture: b ≪ rH . Moreover, in the classical limit, h¯ → 0, both the impact
parameter and the exponential expression in eq.(9) for the cross section of the black hole
production both go to zero. This undoubtedly implies that classically two ultrarelativistic
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particles either do not form a black hole at any b, even though at b = 0 they are shown[12]
to approach a zero separation retaining a finite fraction of the initial energy, or the behavior
in b is singular, and they collapse into a black hole only in a head-on collision and that such
collapse does not take place in off-axis collisions with any finite offset.
The latter singular in b behavior might look unnatural. This singularity however may
well be a result of a somewhat singular limit usually considered in the classical setup of the
problem[12]. Namely, in the classical setting one considers a configuration, which initially
is described by two Schwarzchild metrics boosted towards each other. The mass m corre-
sponding to each metric is small. Furthermore, the limit is considered in which the mass m is
taken to zero with the energy per particle E/2 = mγ being fixed. In this massless limit the
boosted Schwarzchild metric is described by the well-known Aichelburg-Sexl shock wave[15].
The latter metric is however quite singular, e.g. the curvature invariants are identically zero
everywhere, except for the point of classical location of the particle. Thus a singular depen-
dence on the impact parameter of a classical collapse into a black hole may in fact be merely
a reflection of the singularity of the Aichelburg-Sexl metric, that is smoothly regularized for
finite values of m and γ.
4 Discussion and some comments on recent literature
The common physical intuition about universality of gravitational collapse of any form of
energy into a black hole, which is certainly correct for non-relativistic objects, might turn to
be misleading for collisions of ultrarelativistic particles. The geometric formula for the cross
section of production of a large black hole, naturally following from this intuitive picture
of universal collapse, gives rise to a scattering behavior that does not comply well with
either physical intuition or unitarity. Namely, as argued in Sec. 2, assuming the geometric
formula, one arrives at the conclusion that fragmentation of the energy of initial particles
and producing multiple smaller black holes is more probable than creation of just one large
black hole. The total cross section for multiple-black hole production is then exponentially
larger than for one black hole, and is dominated by final states with masses of produced
black hole of order Planck mass. Thus one should either accept a non-intuitive and non-
unitary exponential growth of the total cross section with energy, or admit that the geometric
formula is incorrect.
The semiclassical approach[13] resulting in eq.(9) with an exponentially suppressed cross
section for production of large black holes, undoubtedly is at variance with the picture
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of universality of gravitational collapse. As discussed in Sec. 3, the h¯ → 0 limit of the
semiclassical formula in fact requires the classical cross section for producing a large black
hole to be zero in the ultrarelativistic limit. At this point it can only be suggested as a
speculation that a numerical solution of the general relativity equations can be analyzed for
off-axis collisions of either two Aichelburg-Sexl solutions, or for two smoothed configurations
at finite m and γ, in order to either confirm or disprove the classical behavior following from
eq.(9).
A vanishing classical cross section for black hole production would certainly have to be
reconciled with the picture of universal collapse into a black hole. At present one may
speculate on two logical possibilities for such reconciliation. One possible resolution would
be that essentially all the energy of initial particles gets radiated away before they approach
each other at the distance of order r0, so that no collapse of energy of order
√
s can take
place. This behavior was also suggested in Ref.[13], based on the observation that the
exponential factor in eq.(9) is somewhat analogous to Sudakov form factor in QED with
the effective strength GE2 in place of the QED coupling α, albeit without the usual QED
logarithms. However this reasoning becomes less certain upon a closer inspection. Indeed,
one can estimate the total energy radiated away using the formula in eq.(3). In order to
include only the gravitons radiated at distances larger than r0 the upper cutoff in the soft
graviton energy should be set at ω ∼ 1/r0, which gives the estimate of the total radiated
energy as
Erad ∼ Gs
r0
∼ √s , (11)
and the total number of emitted gravitons is of order Gs. According to this estimate
the radiated energy is of order the total energy in the process2. However the accuracy of
the simple one-graviton formula (3) is generally insufficient to assert that exactly all the
energy is radiated away. On the other hand, the total energy loss in bremsstrahlung is a
classical quantity, and in principle can be found classically. According to the estimates[12]
of classical radiation not more than about 16% of the initial energy is lost in radiation in
an on-axis collision of Aichelburg-Sexl shock waves. Although, a non-trivial behavior of
the total amount of radiated energy on the impact parameter in off-axis collisions is quite
possible, the problem of graviton radiation certainly remains open and is subject to further
study.
2It can be noted that the back reaction of the graviton radiation gives rise to an uncertainty in the impact
parameter of order
√
Gs/
√
s =
√
G, i.e. of order of the Planck length, which agrees with the estimate of the
effective impact parameter in eq.(10).
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Another possible resolution of the contradiction with the intuitive picture of collapse
can be that in an essentially non-spherical configuration the rapid time evolution of the
energy density distribution prevents from the collapse into a black hole. One argument,
recently suggested[6] in favor of the geometric cross section appeals to the “Thorne’s hoop
suggestion[16], which states that horizons form when and only when a mass M is compacted
into a region whose circumference in every direction is less than 2πrh(M)”. However, as useful
as Thorne’s hoop suggestion may be for sufficiently slowly evolving mass distributions, for
the case of ultrarelativistic evolution, as one encounters in trans-Planckian particle collisions,
this suggestion needs at least a better formulation, as regards the issues of e.g. simultaneity
in defining the “circumference in every direction”, before its status can be ascertained in this
setting.
Summarizing the discussion in two previous paragraphs, it should be admitted that rec-
onciling the possible zero cross section in the classical limit, as suggested by eq.(9), with the
intuitive picture of collapse undoubtedly presents a problem, which however can hopefully
be resolved by classical, possibly numerical, methods.
I also use the opportunity presented by this ‘discussion’ section to answer some specific
recent comments on the argumentation presented in Ref.[13]. Recently Giddings[6] has
argued that a semiclassical calculation of the black hole production should be invalid, since
a Euclidean action arises only for processes that are classically forbidden. He also states:
“. . . black hole formation is a classically allowed (in fact compulsory!) process”. I believe
that the discussion presented in Sec.3 and earlier in this section clearly suggests that the
question whether the formation of a black hole in an ultrarelativistic collision is “classically
allowed” or forbidden is still not resolved. One of the ways of probing this issue in the
absence of a good classical description is to attempt a semiclassical calculation as was done
in Ref.[13]. In such calculation the Euclidean action becomes essential and suggests that
classically the cross section should vanish. This argument at least indicates that a further
study is needed, classical or semiclassical.
Another criticism, expressed in Ref.[6] relates to the CPT treatment of the reciprocity
between the production and decay amplitudes for the states of a black hole. Namely, it is
argued that the time reversal of a black hole is a white hole ”which is a very different state”.
It should be noted at this point that, using the picture of a black hole as being an ensemble
of a very large number of resonant states[3], the reciprocity in Ref.[13] is treated exactly as
for ordinary resonances: it relates the amplitudes of formation and decay of a resonance,
rather than relating a formation amplitude for a resonance to a decay amplitude of a “very
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different” (and unphysical) state whose wave function formally exponentially grows with
time. A somewhat similar reasoning based on reciprocity for processes involving states of a
black hole can be also found in Ref.[17]. The thermodynamic argument might indeed have
caveats of its own, as discussed in Ref.[13], however not related to reciprocity.
Finally, Dimopoluos and Emparan[5] argued against the exponential suppression of the
cross section on the basis that the geometric formula matches their estimate of the cross
section of production of string-theory objects, ‘string-balls’, at intermediate energies, where
the general relativity limit is not applicable, and the string dynamics should be considered
instead. However, if general relativity is replaced by string theory, or some other scheme, the
Gibbons-Hawking action, used in eq.(9), would also become invalid at intermediate energies
around the Planck mass, and has to be replaced by appropriate expression in that more uni-
versal theory. Thus no problems with matching the cross section across the energy spectrum
should arise. In any case, it is highly unlikely that at far trans-Planckian energies (e.g. of
order solar mass), where the general relativity is perfectly applicable, such gross features of
the discussed cross section as the difference between the geometric and semiclassical formu-
las would depend on details of the string theory, or some other scheme of quantum gravity.
Rather the problem of large black hole production should be solvable within classical or
semiclassical standard general relativity.
In conclusion. At present there is no compelling reason to believe that formation of a large
black hole in particle collisions at trans-Planckian energies is a “compulsory” process and is
described by a geometric cross section, σ ∼ π r2H . Moreover, a semiclassical treatment[13]
suggests that this cross section is exponentially suppressed, and in fact vanishes in the
classical ultrarelativistic limit. To an extent, this issue can be resolved by a further analysis,
e.g. numerical, of ultrarelativistic collisions in the classical theory of gravity. It may well be
that a further study of the fascinating problem of creating black holes, as useless as it most
probably is for practical collisions, will bring new conceptual developments in understanding
gravity.
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